
Naval Alert Safety Solution
Innovative, Secure, Integrated

mGuard
Maritime Crew Tracking and Monitoring Solution



Ships are inherently dangerous environment. Crew members are exposed to risk of work injuries, 
hazardous materials and falling overboard. In such a high-risk environment, personnel often work 
out of sight and hearing of their colleagues, and help may be out of reach when they need it most.
MER group has developed an advanced “man down” and emergency response solution for alerting, 
tracking and monitoring isolated personnel where satellite coverage, GPS and mobile networks are 
unavailable.
The solution is scalable from patrol boats to corvettes, frigates and destroyers.

RF Choke Point

mTracker

Protecting the Lives of Crew Members
Each crew member is provided with a self-powered wearable device that 
operates for more than 7 days between charges.
This device contains its own CPU and distress sensors which enable alerting 
in case:

• Detects free fall, prolonged inactivity and excessive heat
• Broadcasts an alert upon detection of a distress situation
• Retransmission of alert until the system is notified that event is handled 
• Self-alerting and deactivating alert with simple gesture
• Front LED for activity indication and alerts
• Two-way communication for feedbacks and notifications
• Further sensors can be added

The Choke Point is a 2-way RF transmitter that operates on low frequency for 
highest performance and proven reliability. Each unit can communicate with up 
to 128 of mTrackers in its area.
Each of the RF transmitters contains:

• Dual IP connection for IP chain connectivity
• Siren & flash light for local alerts
• Local CPU to calculate vessels movement
• Self-Powered or Power over Ethernet (PoE) to reduce cabling in the vessel 
• Optional sensors for more accurate monitoring data

mGuard is controlled by a management application that centrally 
monitors and documents the movements of crew members aboard 
the ship. The application can present historical and mapped data 
to create a clear visualisation of the situation to decision makers.

• Autonomous operation - does not require a central control 
dedicated operator 

• Event status - Full data about the alert situation, its location, 
status, and first responder’s location.

• Alarm history - All events are recorded in detail.

• 3rd Party software integration - simple integration with other systems, such as the ship’s 
data recording system or a situation awareness application.

mTracker Your Personal Life Saver

 RF Choke Points Continuous Monitoring

Central Control and Display Application: 
Safety and Beyond 

Optimal RF-based Solution 
In order to provide seamless communications, MER’s RF Choke Points are installed in each 
compartment of the vessel for seamless RF coverage, accurate positioning and other sensors 
reporting. In addition to the alert displayed on a command console, the Choke Points provide local 
audio and visual alerts.

Each crew member on shift wears a light-weight wristband that monitors his status and alerts in case 
of suspected distress.

An advanced and unique algorithm combined, with real-time sensors data, allows the system to filter 
sea wave movements in any weather.

The solution is based on proven system which is being adapted to a maritime environment, whether 
commercial or Naval.

• Independent - uses a self-contained RF network rather than public networks 

• Real-Time - position and status updates at a rate of up to 1 second

• Long-Range - using dedicated radio channels, the Choke Points can track crew member 
as far as 250 meters in LOS (Line of Sight).

• Comprehensive - includes multiple distress indicators, as well as self-activated alert.  

• Enhanced Communications - two-way communications enable alerting other crew members 
on board 

• Easy to Use - With minimal user interaction.

• Environmental resistance - integrated into an IP67 or military-grade rated watertight enclosure 

Central Display & Control



mTracker Choke Points

Compact 70 grams, rugged enclosure
IP-55 upgradeable to IP-67 IP-55 upgradeable to IP-67 rugged enclosure

Integrated motion sensor prompts alerts when 
motionless for x seconds

Integrated motion sensors for eliminating fluctu-
ation in sea

250 meters outdoor line of sight range, 25-75 
meters indoor range

Supports up to 128 mTracker units per one 
Choke Point Unit

Supports hand gestures for raising and deacti-
vating alerts

Supports stand-alone mode, does not rely on 
central control

Typical battery life is 5-7 days, 10 hr/day Supports PoE chain connectivity

Operating range of -10°C to +45°C Operating range of -10°C to +45°C

Status/indicator LED Internal siren and flash light

Optional: audible and vibration indicators
Supported Frequency: 434 Mhz, 868 Mhz, 915 Mhz

Output power range: -40 - +13 dBm Rx Sensitivity: -102 dBm

Technical Specifications
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The communications system and data collected by mGaurd can be leveraged to create new 
applications that improve safety, workflow and reporting. Connecting environmental and other 
sensors to the system creates

a full IoT platform that becomes smart through 
two-way communications, thus enabling both 
monitoring and remote control of various devices 
on-board the vessel. IoT applications may include 
flood detection, movement in restricted areas 
onboard and temperature monitoring.

The data collected by the system is also a 
valuable asset that can be used to study and 
optimise task management and personnel 
assignment. This data may be used for military 
debriefing after exercises, or to monitor drills for 
various situations such as fire, flooding, man 
overboard and abandon ship.

Military Applications
The system can be used to track shooting performance, including identifying direct hits on floating 
targets and real-time tracking of shooting on vessel which can be used to assess shooting skills.

Smart IoT Additional Applications


